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Abstract

At injection, the presence of linear coupling may
result in an increased beam emittance and in increased
beam dimensions. Results for the emittance in the
presence of linear coupling will be found. These results
for the emittance distortion show that the harmonics
of the skew quadrupole field close to vx + uy are the
important harmonics. Results will be found for the
important driving terms for the emittance distortion. It
will be shown that if these driving terms are corrected,
then the total emittance is unchanged, tx + ty — t\ + (2-
Also, the increase in the beam dimensions will be limited
to a factor which is less than 1.414. If the correction
is good enough, see below for details, one can achieve
fi = fx» £2 = ty, where ei,«2 are the emittances in
the presence of coupling, and the beam dimensions are
unchanged. Global correction of the emittance and beam
size distortion appears possible.

I. THE EMITTANCE FOR COUPLED MO-
TION

One definition for the emittances when the particle
motion is coupled was given by Edwards and Teng.[l]
In four dimensions, one can go from the coordinates
x,Px<y,Py t 0 al> uncoupled set of coordinates v,pv ,u,pu

by the transformation [1]

x = Rv

I COSIfi

Dsin<p

(1)

/ and D are 2 x 2 matrices. I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix.
D = D" 1 and \D\ = 1. R is a symplectic matrix

RR=I

R~=SRS (2)
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R is the transpose of R.
v,pv and «,pu are uncoupled. Thus v,pv satisfy

differential equations with periodic coefficients whose so-
lutions have the form

Pv = 0i 2

(3)
~<*i + ») exp (iij

A-second solution exists with ^ i . f t . a i replaced by
t/ti2,/?2><*2. As in the case of 2 dimensional motion

7i»2 + 2ai vpv

= (l + aj)/ft.

(4a)

Similarly, «2 is anis an invariant,
invariant,

«2 = 72 «2 + 2a2upu + 02pl. (46)

For two dimensional motion, one can find a,/? from
the one turn transfer matrix M (s + L, s).

In 4 dimensions, a i , f t and ao>/?2 can be found
from the one turn transfer matrix. The process is quite
involved [1], and using Eq. (4) to find ei,€2 when the
transfer matrix is known is also involved.

A second definition of the emittance was suggested
by A. Piwinski [2] which seems easier to apply. The
emittance ei is defined by

= |£ 5 (5a)

Xi is the 4 vector for the eigenfunction of the transfer
matrix, which are assumed to be xi,x2 — x\, x3, z4 = x^.

Since xl Sx has the form of the Lagrange invariant
[3] £i is an invariant. It will be shown below that ei
defined by Eq. (Sa) and fi defined by Eq. (4) are the
same. In a similar way, €2 is defined by

= \x3 S x\

Note that x\ and 13 have to be normalized so that
"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy.
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LiH DISTWSUTIO* OIF THJS OflCUMEMT IS UNLIMITEIK
S X! =x'3 S * 3 = 2."

(56)

(6)



Analytic expressions for ii,X3 were given in a previous
paper. [4] These results for 11,13 when put in Eq. (5)
give an analytic expression for f 1 and «2-

To show that (1,(2 defined by Eqs. (4) and Eqs.
(5) are equal, one may note that since v,pv,u,pu are un-
coupled coordinates, the eigenfunctions in this coordinate
system may be written as

f 3 = k

exp (ii

exp (iV

(7)

One can then show that

and
l / t S V =

which is ei according to Eq. (4).
One can show that since x = Rv and R is symplectic,

that

= v , s t> (8)

and thus the ei defined by Eq. (5) is the same as
defined by Eq. (4). One may note that x\ = R v\.

It also can be shown that

dxdpxdydpy = (9)

where the integral is over the region of 4-space which lies
inside the two surfaces

This can be shown by transforming the integral in Eq.
(10) from the x coordinates to the v coordinates and
using the result |JR| = 1.

II. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR THE EMIT-
TANCE DISTORTION AND ITS CORREC-
TION

Analytical results for the eigenfunctions of the 4 x 4
transfer matrix were found in Ref. 4. Assuming the
eigenfunctions are known the ei,C2 can be computed as
follows

(11)
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The eigenfunctions being known, see Ref. 4,5, one

can now compute f 1 and eo

5 x

since G is symplectic.

m -

= \r,\S r,\2

Purl

(12)

(13)

one finds

r + IPirl|2f?r ~

c c ) +
Pizly (il\Piy\ + c.c.) - rir

+ C.C.)

^iiyi + c - c )

n / ^ ( y ) y / y

(14)
One can now find analytic expressions for ei by

substituting for 7/1 the results found in Ref. 4, 5. This
result is usually quite complicated. One interesting case
is when a correction system has been used to cancel the
6n and cn for n ~ i/r + t/y, which generate the larger terms
in the expressions for the eigenfunctions. Let us assume
that enough bn,cn have been corrected so that, see Ref.
4,5, the eigenfunctions can be written as

7fe = A

(15)
B exp(u/,,,0y)

iA exp(tV«0r)

p,y =iB exp(ii/yt0y)
It has been assumed that the difference resonance has

also been corrected, and that t/x,uy is very close to the
nearby difference resonance vx—vy = p, so that vx,jvx ~ 1
and Vy,lvy ~ 1. It will be seen that correcting the 6n,cn

for n ~ vx + Vy and the nearby different resonance will
essentially correct the emittance distortion and the beam
size distortion.

Putting the corrected results for the eigenfunctions
Eq. (15) into the emittance result Eq. (14) one finds

(16)+ r,xrhl(A'B + c.c.)

(-*A* B + c.c.)

{-iA'B + c.c.)



There are two solutions of interest corresponding to
how well one can correct At/,

Case 1. |Af| <£ \vx - i/y - p |

Case 2. \ur - vy - p\ < |AJ/|

For the first case, |Ai/| <C \vz — us —p\, then the coefficients
A, B in the eigenfunctions satisfy [4]

For case 1, |Ai/| <C | j /x - vy — ;>| then

\B2\ = 1 A2 = 0

Then for case (1) Eq. (16) gives

where use has been made of the results

Vx + pjjx = txX2 + 2azxpz + Pxp\ =

n _L *i — *v *» _1_ '

(18)

(19)

(20)

Thus in case 1, t i . f j are the same as (z,ey.
For case (2), \ux - vy - p\ < |Ai/| then [4]

l/>/2

= o

Then for case (2), Eq. (16) gives

f, = £i +f2 = f

(21)

(22)

We no longer have (j = (ri (2 = fy as in case (1) however
f( is not increased by the linear coupling.

Thus, if one corrects enough of the 6n, cn for n ~ i/y +
ux and also corrects Ai/, the driving term of the nearby
difference resonance, vx — vy = p, then the emittance
distortion has also been corrected. We will either obtain
f! = er, «2 = iy or «i + €2 = ex + ey depending on how
well Af has been corrected.

III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR THE BEAM
SIZE DISTORTION AND ITS CORRECTION

In the previous section, results were found for the
emittance distortion, and it was found that if the 6n,cn

for n ~ vx + Vy and Af are corrected, then the emittance
distortion is also largely corrected. For 4 dimensional
motion, the connection between the beam size and the
emittance is not as simple as it is in the 2 dimensional
uncoupled case. In this section the maximum beam size
will be computed when the bn,cn and At/ are corrected. It
will be shown that the beam size distortion is also largely
corrected, although in one case it may be increased by a
factor which is < 1.414.

The results for xmtx,ymKX are given below. See Ref.
4 for details.

(23)

and there is no growth in beam size.
For case 2, \vz - uy - p\ < |Ai/| then

*m»<(A(£,+fy))
i

(24)

For the case where t r = ty, then i m a x < 1.4 (/?rcr)
2

and the coupling may increase xmax by the factor 1.414.
So in case (2) \vz — uy — p\ <C |At/|, then when the bn,cn

and Af are corrected one may still have a beam size
increase of the factor 1.414.

IV. OTHER BEAM DISTORTIONS
This section applies the eigenfunction method to

computing the change in the beta functions and the
normal mode rotation angle. Expressions are found for
the important driving terms of these orbit parameters.
The results are given below. For the details see Ref. 4.

0i - Px _ \ p (vi - vx bn

alU n-vx-vv (25)

(26)

The results for the beta functions, Eq. (25) and the
results for cos 40, Eq. (26), show that they have the same
important driving terms bn,cn for n ~ vx+vy. The higher
order (/-shift also has the same driving terms. Thus a
correction system that corrects these driving terms might
be able to correct all these three effects simultaneously.
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